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dil bechara story starts in a city of india near to a state in the
arizona where there is an annual fair is held for several days. this is
where a rich young man dies at the fair as a small animal bites his

hand. his father asks the local animal experts to create a small
animal(monkey) that is capable of hurting anyone's fingers. the

monkey makes his home in the house of some loyal servants who
teach him the tricks of human finger and sends him out to commit
several hurts and destruction in the town. as the victims become

aware of this incident, they are confronted by the local police force
that they are not able to touch the animal. but the matter gets to its
climax when the handsome young prince tries to put an end to this

growing incidents when their own families are affected too. dil
bechara, [music] yeh kaisa hamara hai [music] yeh kaisa hamara

hai, dil bechara, dil bechara, dil bechara, dil bechara, dil bechara, dil
bechara, dil bechara, dil bechara, dil bechara, dil bechara, dil
bechara, dil bechara, dil bechara, dil bechara, dil bechara, dil
bechara, dil bechara, dil bechara, dil bechara, dil bechara, dil

bechara. dil bechara is a poor couple. neither of them has a piece of
land to call their own. things look bleak for the two of them. then,
they face a decision. they decide to sell a piece of their land to a

rich man for a huge amount, even though they don't have the
money. the rich man agrees to give them shelter for life. even after
giving the money, he doesn't want to become their son-in-law. their
issue: the women won't have her in-laws. she decides to run away

from her house. in the movie, the man, who lives in a palace, enters
the house of the couple, who lives in a hut, on the pretext of buying
some land that belongs to him. in the climax, the two find out that

he is actually interested in wooing the women.
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